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Part I:

What are Community Groups?
Community Groups are small gatherings of people who meet two or more times a month to walk
through life with Jesus together. As you read through the rest of this guide you will find that there
are a variety of activities that Community Groups undertake at one time or another. What is
important to know is this: everything that happens in a community group is intended to help people
find and enjoy the life that Jesus lived and died for them to have. We see this kind of gathering happening
in the Bible from the earliest moments of Church life.
And they devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking
of bread and the prayers.
Acts 2:42
As we keep reading the Bible we soon discover that this way of living wasn’t just nice, it was
necessary to everything God is trying to do in our lives through Jesus.
So then you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens with the saints
and members of the household of God, built on the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the cornerstone, in whom the whole structure, being
joined together, grows into a holy temple in the Lord. In him you also are being built
together into a dwelling place for God by the Spirit.
Ephesians 2:19-22

The result was lives that were transformed by Jesus and a world that was introduced to Jesus.
Day by day, attending the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, they
received their food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all
the people. And the Lord added to their number day by day those who were being saved.
Acts 2:46-47
The bottom line is this: when communities form around the shared experience of the gospel,
powerful things will happen. That is what CG’s are all about.

EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENS IN A
COMMUNITY GROUP IS INTENDED
TO HELP PEOPLE FIND AND ENJOY
THE LIFE THAT JESUS LIVED AND
DIED FOR THEM TO HAVE.
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FOUR key values drive discipleship &
community groups
Because Community Groups happen in the midst of life the gathering of a community
group can look very different from one day to the next. On any given weekday one group
may be enjoying a meal and prayer together. Another might be going through a book of
the Bible together. Still another may be out serving their neighborhood in some way.
Nevertheless everything that happens in a Community Group is decidedly on purpose.

Core Value #1: Community
Jesus did more than invite people to spend time together. He created a rich community
of people who’s lives were woven together by the mutual fact that Jesus was at work in
their lives. He called us to encourage each other, pray for each other, serve in His name
together, be taught together and apply what He taught us to our lives…together. In
short, Jesus’ people need Jesus’ people.
The ideal atmosphere in a Community Group will be:
 High Invitation — Just like Jesus, we meet people where they are at. No one here has arrived. No
one is left behind. Grace fills the space.
 High Challenge — Jesus meets people where they are at, but loves them too much to leave them
there. We are excited to help people take their next step with Jesus.
 Life on Life — Just like Jesus, we seek to form deep relationships with others as we eat, pray, play,
worship, serve and learn together.
In order to create this kind of community, Community Groups:
 Meet regularly. We all need places where we can know others and be truly known by others. Time
together is the key. We encourage every group to meet on a consistent schedule at least twice
each month.
 Eat together. Jesus spent a surprising amount of time gathering people around the dinner table.
Why? Because eating together deepens the impact of the time people spend together.
 Serve one another. Using our time, talents and presence blesses others and grows us.
 Play. Laughter and fun helps us open our hearts, minds and lives.
An average community group meeting will spend 30 to 45 minutes cultivating Community in some way.
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Core Value #2: Teaching
Jesus came with both grace and truth. The same is true today. People don’t just need
sermons. Nor do they need merely to share a meal. They need to take the open gracefilled relationships that have been rediscovered through fellowship and come together
to ask, “God, what do you have to say to us!”
Teaching
The ideal teaching time in Community Group will be:
 Deep and Wide — We give people timeless truths in ways that are relevant to every area of our lives.
 Bibles Open — Jesus used God’s Word to help people hear from God. We want to be a community
where everyone is opening their Bibles.
 Gospel Focused — We continually look to the life, death and resurrection of Jesus as the power and
the potential for our lives.
For Community Groups this means:
 We are here to learn. Trinity has a large library of bible studies and video based studies in addition
to regular sermon based studies available to groups. For each season of life groups, leaders will
select a particular study or curriculum which fits where it is at.
 We aim our discussion towards life change. The Gospel is the power of God to change lives. So,
every time we talk about God’s truth we talk about how this can change our lives.
 We are here to follow. Lessons and discussions in Community Groups are facilitated by a leader
who prepares ahead of time to ensure, as much as possible, a positive, helpful discussion.
An average Community Group meeting will spend 30 - 45 minutes learning together.
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Core Value #3: Coaching
Coaching may be the most easily misunderstood part of Community Group life. Coaching
isn’t judging or speaking into someone’s life in an unwanted way. It is simply the group
helping each other to put into practice what has been talked about. It is simply taking
seriously the call to consider how we may spur one another on to love and good deeds
(Hebrews 10:24).
The ideal Coaching time in a Community Group will involve people:



Listening to Hearts — Jesus sought out what was really going on in people’s hearts. We share and
listen to each other in order to better understand the condition of our hearts.



Asking Questions — Jesus asked powerful questions. When we are together we ask probing and
challenging questions of each other.



Inspired to Imitate — Jesus called his followers to call others to follow. We encourage people to
seek out Christ-like men and women to imitate others in Christ.

This means in Community Groups:



We pray for each other. Prayer is powerful. Being prayed
for is powerful and allows us to begin ministering to each
other quickly and easily.



We encourage each other. When the group is gathered, as
appropriate, we share one - and two-sentence
encouragements in the midst of life.



We follow up with each other. Outside of group, we don’t
forget what has been shared, but continue to pray outside
of group, check in at later times to see how our friends are
doing. Members of the group may chose to spend time
together outside of group to talk more directly about a
situation.



We (sometimes) form Journey Groups together. Journey
Groups are smaller groups of men or women who meet to
pursue discipleship (a.k.a. growth in Christ) very
intentionally. When this happens, the Community Group
often meets less often.

Being prayed for
is powerful and
allows us to begin
ministering to
each other
quickly and easily.

An average Community Group meeting will spend 15 - 20 minutes coaching each other through life.
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Core Value #4: Action
Jesus told us to teach people to obey, to take action on the life He has made
possible for us. We know people are going to see the most growth when they are
regularly taking steps forward in their life with God. For one person this may mean
forgiving a person who has harmed them. For another, it is agreeing to lead the
discussion in next week’s group! Encouraging people in our groups to always be
taking steps forward in their faith is one of the most loving things we can do in a
person’s life.
The ideal Community Group will point people towards Action by being:





Replicable — We plan our group times around basic discipleship practices and habits (eg: Bible
reading and table fellowship) that people can continue to carry out on their own or in the lives
of others.
Discovering Gifts — Jesus never saw a person who didn’t have a gift to bring. We help people
find their gifts and put it to use in the community and the world.
On Mission — Jesus was for the world. We regularly ask God how our group can display Jesus
and draw the world to Him.

This means in Community Groups:
 We all contribute. Leaders actively ask people to contribute to the group in ways that fit their
gifts and passions.
 We actively plan times we can serve together as a group outside of the group (typically 2x each
year).
 We celebrate. When someone in the group takes action in faith, we celebrate the faith and,
whenever possible, the results of their faith. High fives, encouragements and words of gratitude
fill our groups.
The average Community Group will rarely schedule time for “taking action” in their group, but rather
will infuse everything they do with the desire to see people take steps forward in their faith. Just being
in the group is taking action on faith!
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Part II: Leading a Community Group
At the heart of every Community Group is a leader. This is a good thing. Groups thrive when they have
one or two leaders who intentionally guide the group through its meetings. It’s very common for people
who have led a Community Group to acknowledge that they have grown more during their time leading
than they ever did as a member.
Leading a group doesn’t mean you are smarter, older or more holy. It does mean you have walked with
Jesus long enough to begin making an effort to help other people walk with Jesus. Simply by helping
people find and enjoy those four basic things: Community, Teaching, Coaching & Action, you will be
helping them find more of the abundant life Jesus offered people.

What will Leader Training & Equipping consist of?
Community Group leaders meet together at two different times:
Group Leader Bootcamp. New group leaders will attend a 90
minute orientation to Group Life led by a Trinity pastor. These
will be scheduled on an as needed basis. At Bootcamp, we will
answer your questions and help you think through what it
means to lead a small group at Trinity.
Leadership Launch. Once each year in the fall we gather together all of Trinity’s group leaders (Community
and Journey Groups) just prior to launching groups. These times always include a meal and the
opportunity to meet and talk with leaders from across all of Trinity’s ministries. Leader Launches will also
include a balance between training specific to Community Groups and discipleship in general. We often
bring in special speakers who we feel have something extra good to share with our people.
Group Leader Confabs. Six times each year we will host a 90 minute leader meeting called a Confab. This
time will include brief announcements, and excellent tools for use in your group and a time to pray for
each other as leaders. Meetings will be held on Sunday mornings. Leaders who are unable to attend in
person will be able to participate virtually through a Facebook livestream.
Resource Round-Up. On months when Confabs are not offered, leaders will receive an email with various
resources, ideas for group activities and training videos. Each month’s round-up will have a specific theme
relevant to Group life.
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Part III:

Creating a great Community Group
When the Gospel of Jesus takes root in our lives it doesn’t replace
our personalities and preferences, but transforms them. Our life
with Christ is still our unique life, lived in Christ. In the same way,
your Community Group will end up reflecting the personalities
and preferences of the people in them. No two Community
Groups are going to look exactly the same.
This just means the most important function of the Community
Group Leader is to keep the four key values of Community Groups in
mind. Meeting times will change. Personalities will change, but we
know if rich community, relevant teaching, gracious coaching and
faithful action is celebrated in your group, people will grow!
The rest of this guide will focus on the nuts and bolts of leading a
thriving group.

Size of the Group
The strength of small groups is precisely in their numbers. You will soon discover that the number of people
in attendance will dramatically shape what it feels like to be in the group. There are very specific reasons for
this. Less than five people and you will find that there are sometimes not enough people who have
something to say on every topic that comes up during Community and Teaching time. Additionally, as the
group shrinks, newer people will need to be more and more like (life stage, personality, etc.) the current
members in order to feel like they fit in. More than 12 people and you will discover that conversations
become dominated by the most talkative persons in the group. Of course, this is a generalization. Some
groups defy the norm.
In general, when you have less than eight people, it’s time to be actively inviting people to join you. When you
have more than can comfortably fit into your meeting space or can easily all contribute to discussions, it’s
time to multiply your group!
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How do people join a group I am leading?
People get into a Community Group in two ways:
1. Through Placement. Every time a person at Trinity expresses a desire to be a part of a Community
Group, we make an effort to help them find just the right group for them. Typically a member of
Trinity’s staff will contact the person in order to understand better their need and what kind of group
they would be a good fit for. Once this is determined, the group leader will be contacted about the
opportunity and provided with contact information for the new member. At least once each year we
will promote Community Groups church-wide in a significant way, usually in the fall of each year.
2. By Invitation. The most effective and healthy way for people to join your group is through your
personal invitation. The reasons for this are numerous. No one is better at knowing who might be a
good fit with you and the others in your group than you. When a person is coming into your group
through a relationship with you or others in your group, they will enter the group much more ready to
be a part of your group’s life. Most of all the process of asking God to help you see the people around
you that He might be leading you to invite is an essential part of your own discipleship in Christ. Few
things will grow you more!

What do Community Groups Study?
Right Now Media - Trinity provides every group with access to a variety of online bible-based video curriculums
through Right Now Media. Many but not all RNM studies include downloadable discussion guides. Although
your group is free to chose any study from RNM, Trinity puts together a list of recommended resources each
year. These can be accessed directly on the RNM website.
Trinity Bookshop & Library - Trinity keeps both a library of printed small group materials and a bookshop with
various books available for purchase.
Discipleship Tools - We have developed a series of Discipleship Tools (one page exercises) which help disciples
learn or review many of the basic skills of a follower of Jesus. These tools are far more than a timeout from the
usual routine. This is where we learn and practice together the basic skills of a disciple of Jesus. Additionally,
Discipleship Tools are meant to be reproducible, something anyone in your group can use to disciple someone
else in the future.
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Environment
Winston Churchill once said, “We shape our buildings and then they shape us.” The same is true for the
environments we hold our groups in. Have you ever found yourself ready for a conversation with someone
to end because the room was chilly? Taking the time to create a great environment for your group will shape
the group itself.



Although it isn’t necessary to meet in a home, a home
-like atmosphere is important. Ask yourself, does this
feel like the kind of place a family would gather
together in?



As much as possible, don’t change the location a
group meets at for at least the first four times.



However, don’t discount someone’s offer to meet in
their home just because it is less convenient. Most
people will be gracious about meeting in an
inconvenient environment at least once. Hosting a
group event can be an important moment of “buy in”
for members of the group.



Food matters and creates an environment where people more easily connect. Prior to the meeting,
be clear about whether the food served is intended to be a meal, a snack or dessert. No bad food.
Having less food is better than having bad food. Assume there will be food sensitivities in the group.
Find out what they are and surprise people by serving food they can enjoy! At least twice each
semester eat an entire meal together.



If space allows, have people first gather standing up in a different room than where you will lead the
lesson in. (People who are standing and eating will more naturally interact with more than one
person.)




Arrange for people to sit in a circle so they are facing each other.
Early in group life decide what the role of children will be in the group. Will they be fully present?
Wonderful, but expect a less deep discussion. People without children will be gracious, but ultimately
less accepting of this arrangement. Will kids be occupied in another room? Expect parents to be in
and out of the room during your conversation and don’t be surprised by at least one tearful
interruption. Will parents arrange childcare at home? You will have the best discussion, but the cost
of childcare may limit some people’s involvement in your group.

Taking the time to create a great
environment for your group will
shape the group itself.
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Organizing the Group
Healthy Groups don’t need a ton of organizational effort, but a small amount of effort can make all the
difference in whether your group thrives or struggles. It really comes down to two words: Delegation and
Consistency.
Delegation. It’s neither expected or good for the leaders to do all the work in a group. Delegate as much as
possible to members of the group who will care well for that part of your group’s life. In fact, people tend to
get more out of a group and give more to the group when they have specific responsibilities. Consider
delegating at least two of the following:








Communication — Email reminders before each meeting,
calendar for season, sending out notifications, etc.
Planning the food and making the food
Hosting — providing the meeting space
Lesson — with discernment you may find that your group
has a gifted discussion leader. Try people out for this very
important job before committing to have them lead on a
regular basis
Prayer time — facilitating the prayer time

It’s neither
expected or good
for the leaders to
do all the work in
a group.

In general it is very good to find at least one person with a gift for hospitality and set them loose.
Consistency. As much as possible have a specific schedule for when and how long your group will meet and
stick to that schedule.







Be wary of waiting to schedule the next meeting of your group until you can find a time everyone can
meet.
Set a specific meeting time for your group (1st and 3rd Sundays, Wednesday nights.) and allow people
to say yes or no to being a part of the group based on that schedule.
Never let one meeting end without saying out loud when and where you will meet again. If relevant,
ask people to sign up for different jobs at that time.
Tell people when the group will end and then end at that time. People who desire to keep talking will.
People who need to get home will feel free to do so.
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Teaching
Most groups will vary their lesson/discussion between video-based curriculums, Bible studies with
workbooks and sermon discussions. Each will need to be led somewhat differently. The following are a few
helpful guidelines for any Bible-based discussion.



At least once each year, use the discussion time in your group to review the Four Key Values of
Community Groups. This will really help the people in your group to see the bigger picture behind
everything you are doing.



People love to share their stories. Consider beginning every discussion time with a question or
icebreaker that introduces the topic at hand. Questions that ask people to share a story are
especially helpful because, in general, the more someone talks early on, the more likely it is they will
keep talking in the conversation to follow.



People bring their Bibles when they need their Bibles. People who need their Bibles in group are
more likely to use them at home. So, if possible, invite people to find and read key passages from
their own Bibles. Have several extras in a basket in your meeting place.



Avoid theological controversies. Politely discourage “preaching” from individual members of the
group. Rather, seek to get to the heart of the passage and help people apply it to their lives.



Questions promote conversation; answers conclude it. Use questions more than answers. Then once
everyone who wants to has spoken, give a final conclusive answer to the question being discussed.
Trinity has a one page guide at the end of this document called Asking Jesus Questions: Using
Questions to Take Your Small Group to a Deeper Level which can help you with this.



Talk through scripture in your group using a simple repeatable routine. This will help newer
Christians learn how to read the Bible for themselves. It will also help your group be on the same
page when reading through a passage of scripture together. Trinity has a one page guide included at
the end of this document called UP-IN-OUT: Teaching the Bible to Change Lives which can help with this.
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Community Group Covenant
If you’ve ever been a part of a small group before you’ve probably noticed something. The best groups
are the ones where everyone in the group shares a similar understanding of what the group is going
to be like, and a similar level of commitment to the group. The following CG Covenant will go a long
way to ensuring the health of your group and how much people enjoy being in group together.

Our Purpose:
To help each other come alive, grow and change the world with Jesus through rich community,
relevant teaching, gracious coaching & taking faithful action on our lives, together.

Our Commitment:
Community
 We will make attendance at group gatherings a priority in our family planning.
 We will join with others in creating an atmosphere that is gracious and kind.
Teaching
 We will come to group seeking to learn from God’s Word and each other.
 We will fully participate in and, as appropriate, come prepared for, group discussions.

Coaching
 We will choose together to seek Gospel growth in our lives.
 We will respect the confidentiality of what people share in the group.
 We will treat differences of opinion with respect, even as we look to the Bible as our final
authority in faith and practice.
 We will call upon each other in times of crisis spiritually and physically.
Action





We will seek to see and celebrate opportunities for each member of the group to take action on
their faith.
We will seek to contribute to the group as the opportunity arises.
We will together seek ways to bless our church and community through acts of service and love.
We will be open to inviting others to share in the blessings of this group.
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